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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a statistical comparison between the actual and predicted
evolution of the Chilean GDP for the period 0875Ð0887 made by several
forecasters[ We show that the forecasters systematically underestimate the
true growth rate of the economy[ The magnitude of this bias tends to be
correlated with the phase of the business cycle[ Copyright Þ 1990 John
Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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INTRODUCTION

The Chilean economy presents one of the highest average growth rates in the Western Hemi!
sphere[ In fact\ the average annual growth rate of the GDP between 0875 and 0886 was approxi!
mately 6[6)[

Accompanying this spectacular performance there has been a proliferation of projections of
the growth of the economy by di}erent sources[ In this work we evaluate these projections by
comparing them with the actual evolution of the rate of growth of the GDP for the period 0875
to 0886[

Although there is a long!standing tradition on evaluating the performance of economic fore!
casters "e[g[ Zarnowitz and Lambros\ 0876^ McNees\ 0878^ Ito\ 0889^ Keane and Runkle\ 0889^
Bonham and Cohen\ 0884^ Lamont\ 0884^ Ehrbeck and Waldmann\ 0885^ Laster\ Bennet\ and
Geoum\ 0886^ Stark\ 0886# this is the _rst attempt to do so for the case of Chile[

We gathered 746 forecasts made by di}erent sources and published in the _nancial newspaper
Estrate`ia during the same period[ These forecasts correspond to projections made by 32 indi!
vidual forecasters\ 17 organizations\ 05 commercial banks\ 12 private companies\ 6 insurance
companies\ and 00 pension funds[0

The paper is organized as follows[ The next section presents a comparison between the e}ective

� Correspondence to] Ro�mulo A[ Chumacero\ Department of Economics\ University of Chile\ Diagonal Paraguay\ Torre
15\ Santiago\ Chile[ E!mail] rchumaceÝecon[uchile[cl
0 The {lead time| of the forecasts varies because Estrate`ia collected the forecasts at di}erent times in di}erent years[ On
average\ the {lead time| is 8 months with a standard deviation of 3 months[
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evolution of the growth rate of the GDP and the projections made by the forecasters and the
third section presents some _nal comments[

HOW WELL DO FORECASTERS DO<

This section analyses the statistical properties of the forecast errors made by several forecasters
during the period 0875 to 0886[ Our objective is not to provide an explanation of why they
incurred these errors but to stress some of the empirical regularities that can be associated with
them[

How are they distributed<

In this paper we de_ne the absolute "relative# forecast error "ei\t and ri\t respectively# made by
forecaster i in period t as the di}erence "ratio# between the e}ective value of the growth rate of
GDP in period t "`t# and the forecast made by forecaster i for that period " fi\t#[ That is]

ei\t �`t−fi\t ri\t �
`t

fi\t

According to our de_nition\ an underestimate of the growth rate would lead to a positive value
for e and a value of r greater than one[ Conversely\ an overestimate would lead to negative values
for e and values of r smaller than one[

Let us begin by de_ning some of the most important properties that have these variables[ For
that purpose\ we build a vector of absolute and relative errors to evaluate their unconditional
distribution[ As mentioned previously\ 746 observations were available[ Figure 0 shows the non!

Figure 0[ Unconditional densities of e and r[ "Note] the unconditional densities were estimated using the
Epanechnikov kernel and the bandwidth selection proposed by Silverman\ 0875#
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Table I[ Descriptive statistics of e and r

e r

Statistic Value p!value Value p!value

Mean 1[054 9[999 0[347 9[999
Median 0[599 9[999 0[214 9[999
Standard deviation 0[781 9[366
CV 9[763 9[216
S 9[616 9[999 2[640 9[999
K 1[710 9[158 27[060 9[999
JB 65[540 9[999 35079[789 9[999

Mean � the p!values correspond to the nulls that the mean of e is 9 and of r is 0[ Median � the p!values correspond to
the null that the median of e is 9 and of r is 0[ CV � coe.cient of variation[ S � Skewness[ The p!value corresponds to
the null that S is 9[ K � Kurtosis[ The p!value corresponds to the null that K is 2[ JB � Jarque and Bera Normality test[
The p!value corresponds to the null of S � 9 and K � 2[

parametric estimators of the unconditional distributions of both series\ while Table I displays
some of their descriptive statistics[

As can be seen the unconditional distributions of both variables show strong departures from
normality[ Both distributions are bimodal and asymmetric[ Notice that in both cases there is an
important bias towards underestimation[ That is\ e is biased towards positive values and r is
biased towards values exceeding 0[ In fact\ simple tests show that the null of unbiased forecast
errors is strongly rejected in both cases[1 More importantly\ on average\ the forecasters under!
estimated the growth rate of GDP by more than 1 points[

An important characteristic that a forecast error should have is that it should not be systematic
"unpredictable#[2 However\ as Figure 0 shows\ and formal predictability tests would con_rm\ this
is hardly the case[ In fact\ as we will show later\ the underestimation bias is always present[

Are they all the same<

Given that in our database we can follow di}erent individuals through time and through a.li!
ation\ we can evaluate whether there is any systematic di}erence among groups[ This will enable
us to verify whether there is a group of forecasters that dominates another group[

Figure 1 and Table II show the estimation of the unconditional density functions and equality
tests for means among six groups[ As can be observed\ all the densities "with the sole exception
of insurance companies# present evidence of bimodality[3 Table II also shows a test for equality
of the means among groups "both for absolute and relative errors#[ As the null cannot be rejected
at standard levels of signi_cance\ for every practical purpose\ there is no statistical di}erence

1 Despite being asymptotically valid\ the tests of equalities "in mean and median# assume independence[ More formal
tests will be developed later[
2 There is\ however\ a large body of empirical and theoretical literature that advances some ideas on why forecasts may
be biased "see e[g[ Stark\ 0886#[
3 As Table II shows\ there were only ten forecasts made by insurance companies in the whole sample[ Thus\ as will be
shown later\ this group does not refute the existence of bimodality in the other groups and on the aggregate[
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Figure 1[ Function of density and of group[ "Note] the unconditional densities were estimated using the
Epanechnikov kernel and the bandwidth selection proposed by Silverman\ 0875#

among the groups[ Thus these forecasters tend to commit the same type of errors both in terms
of direction as well as magnitude[4

When do they make fewer mistakes<

As the evidence shows\ the forecasters not only make systematic mistakes but the unconditional
distribution of the forecast errors is bimodal[ This fact can be easily explained when observing
the forecast errors by year[ If we associate a {contraction| with a year in which the GDP grew
less than average "6[6)# and an {expansion| with its complement\ we observe that the forecast

4 Although not reported\ there is weak evidence of Granger causality from individual forecasters "mostly academics in
di}erent universities# to the forecasters in other organizations "mostly producer organizations#[
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Table II[ Descriptive statistics of e and r by group

e r

Group Observations Mean Deviation Mean Deviation

Individuals 242 1[072 9[090 0[358 9[929
Other organizations 158 1[138 9[004 0[363 9[915
Banks 47 0[888 9[136 0[328 9[946
Firms 028 0[875 9[052 0[288 9[920
Insurance companies 09 0[214 9[262 0[275 9[012
Pension funds 17 1[564 9[209 0[403 9[936
Total 746 1[054 9[954 0[346 9[905

Test P!value Test P!value
ANOVA 0[141 9[172 9[557 9[537

Deviation � standard error of the mean[ ANOVA � test of equality of means whose asymptotic distribution is an F!test
with 4 degrees of freedom in the numerator and 740 in the denominator[

errors are\ in addition to systematic\ asymmetric[ That is\ the absolute "relative# errors\ despite
being positive "exceeding 0# in all the phases of the cycle\ are smaller in the contractions than in
the expansions[

Figure 2 and Table III summarize this evidence[ When we condition the estimation of the
densities of the forecast errors to the {phase of the cycle| we now obtain unimodal distributions\
although in both cases they are biased towards underestimation "as the simple mean tests suggest#[
Despite this\ the forecast errors are asymmetric\ in the sense that the underestimation is smaller
in a contraction than in an expansion[ Thus\ on average\ the forecasters underestimate the growth
rate of the economy by more than one point during the contractions and by close to _ve points
during the expansions[

Should this give us any comfort< Very little\ because from the results reported it is easy to
verify that the variation coe.cient of e is 1[2 times greater during a contraction than in an
expansion "this coe.cient is 2[5 times greater in the case of r#[ Summarizing\ the forecasters are
unnecessarily pessimistic in all the phases of the cycle\ but particularly so during the expansions[
The forecast errors "and therefore their projections# are more volatile "in relative terms# during
a contraction than during an expansion[

Do they learn from their mistakes<

Even though the forecasts tend to present systematic biases towards underestimation\ we could
ask ourselves if the forecast errors tend to diminish when the forecasts are made closer to the
period of projection[ Given that Estrate`ia conducts several surveys during a given year\ we
construct a series that measures the distance "in months# between the period where the forecast
was made and the period for which that forecast was made[ Denoting the resulting variable by
L\ Table IV shows the results of a regression between the forecast errors and L[

The regression displays several interesting features[ Given that the forecast errors are systematic
and asymmetric "with respect to the phase of the cycle# we include a dummy variable that controls
for this factor[ As seen\ this variable is highly signi_cant for both absolute and relative errors[ If
the forecasters learned from their mistakes\ we would expect the coe.cient associated with L to
be positive given that further away from the realization of the series "the greater the value of L#
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Figure 2[ Density functions of e and r by phase of the cycle[ "Note] the unconditional densities were
estimated using the Epanechnikov kernel and the bandwidth selection proposed by Silverman\ 0875#

Table III[ Descriptive statistics of e and r by phase of the cycle

e r

Group Observations Mean Deviation Mean Deviation

Contraction 518 0[084 9[927 0[296 9[907
Expansion 117 3[731 9[961 0[761 9[907
Total 746 1[054 9[954 0[347 9[905

Test P!value Test P!value
ANOVA 1155[064 9[999 212[185 9[999

Deviation � standard error of the mean[ ANOVA � test of equality of means whose asymptotic distribution is an F!test
with 0 degree of freedom in the numerator and 744 in the denominator[
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Table 3[ Linear regression models for e and r

e r

Parameter Deviation p!value Parameter Deviation p!value

Constant 9[755 9[102 9[990 0[224 9[019 9[990
L 9[924 9[912 9[029 −9[992 9[900 9[676
D 2[534 9[061 9[999 9[454 9[937 9[990

R1 � 9[618 SER � 9[874 R1 � 9[162 EER � 9[396

Deviation � standard error of the parameter computed using the HAC varianceÐcovariance matrix[ L � months between
the projection and the realization of the series[ D � dummy variable that adopts the value of 0 in expansion and 9 in
contractions[ R1 � adjusted R1[ SER � standard error of the regression[

we would expect the forecasters to be less accurate[ It turns out that once heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation consistent "HAC# estimates of the variance of the parameters are used this
variable is not statistically signi_cant for standard levels of signi_cance "the associated p!values
for e and r are 9[02 and 9[68 respectively#[ The inclusion of HAC estimates for the varianceÐ
covariance matrix is justi_ed because the forecast errors display persistence and because White|s

heteroscedasticity tests "not reported# suggest its presence[5[ On the other hand\ the coe.cient

associated with L for the regression on r is not signi_cant and has the {wrong| sign[

Why do they err that much<

So far we have shown that the forecast errors are systematic and asymmetric[ Here\ we present

a tentative explanation of why this phenomenon may occur[ A reasonable search of variables

that may explain the asymmetry found in the forecast errors is to see if there is any variable that

has a di}erent behaviour according to the phase of the cycle[ A natural candidate is\ of course\

the interest rate[

From an intertemporal perspective\ the real interest rate is simply a relative price "between

consumption today and tomorrow#[ Thus\ if the economy is in a contraction that the agents

perceive as transitory\ their willingness to smooth their consumption stream would "generally#

create pressure for the interest rates to rise[ Thus\ it is not uncommon to _nd "weak# negative

contemporary correlations between the growth rate of the economy and interest rates[

Even though the previous discussion applies to real interest rates\ it is not uncommon for it to

be translated to nominal or imperfectly indexed interest rates[ In Chile\ the Central Bank has a

short!term instrument "an imperfectly indexed interest# called the PRBC that is usually taken to

consider the stance of the monetary authority[ In fact\ this interest rate presents a mild negative

contemporary correlation with the growth rate of GDP[

5 In fact\ the p!value associated with White|s heteroscedasticity test for the regressions on e and r are 9[991 and 9[909
respectively[ It is worth noting that L turned out to be signi_cant in {explaining| the squared residuals "with a positive
sign#[ Estimations with weighted least squares "using L as the weight# were also performed without changing the results
of Table IV signi_cantly[ This would imply that even though they tend to make the same mistakes regardless of how
near the e}ective realization of the variable is\ at least their forecast errors tend to appear similar due to the reduction in
variance[
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Table 4[ Linear regression models for e and r

e r

Parameter Deviation p!value Parameter Deviation p!value

Constant 2[654 9[509 9[990 0[597 9[119 9[990
PRBC −28[241 8[057 9[990 −3[595 2[466 9[087
D 2[312 9[046 9[990 9[428 9[932 9[990

R1 � 9[653 SER � 9[819 R1 � 9[170 EER � 9[393

Deviation � standard error of the parameter computed using the HAC varianceÐcovariance matrix[ L � months between
the projection and the realization of the series[ D � dummy variable that adopts the value of 0 in expansion and 9 in
contractions[ R1 � adjusted R1[ SER � standard error of the regression[

Table V shows the results from incorporating this variable into a regression for e and r[ As
can be observed\ this variable is highly signi_cant "at least in explaining the variation of the
absolute errors#\ displaying a negative coe.cient[ This means that when this instrument increases\
the forecast errors tend to diminish[ This is congruent with the asymmetry found previously[

A misguided interpretation of these results would attribute some type of economic cause from
PRBC to the growth rate of the economy[ This interpretation is not correct because the PRBC
"as any other interest rate# is a good leading indicator of the expectations of the growth of the
economy^ this fact does not bring any economic causation from one variable to the other[ Thus\
statistical precedence does not necessarily imply economic causation "see Chumacero\ 0887\
unpublished manuscript\ for a detailed discussion#[

The more reasonable explanation of these results is precisely the converse[ Recalling that the
dependent variable is the forecast error "not the growth rate of the economy#\ and that we already
controlled for the phase of the cycle\ the results tend to show that forecasters tend to attribute
an unjusti_ed in~uence to the monetary authority|s stance in having real e}ects[

FINAL COMMENTS

This paper presents statistical evidence that shows that forecasters systematically underestimate
the true growth rate of the Chilean economy for the period 0875 to 0886[ The theoretical and
empirical literature on the theory of forecasting advances some rationalizations of why forecasters
may not be solely interested in minimizing their forecast errors[ Strategic interactions and
reputational incentives\ among other factors\ may provide an explanation of why forecasts may
be biased[

Even though these explanations may help to justify some of the results of this study\ there are
some regularities that cannot[ They may help to explain why forecasters commit the same
mistakes in a given period\ but not why they always underestimate the growth rate of the
economy[

This study shows that\ at least for the Chilean case\ some additional factors have to be
considered[ The presence of bimodality in the unconditional distribution of forecast errors^ its
association with the {phase of the cycle|^ the fact that\ independently of the phase of the cycle\
forecasters of the sample always underestimated the growth rate of the economy^ and that in
addition to being correlated with the phase of the cycle\ the magnitude of the bias in forecast
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errors is also associated with the monetary authority|s stance[ This regularity appears to present
a more promising avenue for further research[
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